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Since moving into the premium, semi custom-built
superyacht sector Damen’s yacht building business,
Amels has gone from strength to strength.
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Damen dynasty
continues

As Arnout Damen, the eldest son of Kommer Damen,
the Chairman of Damen joins the family business, Damen News
ask them their thoughts on the future and on the prospects
of working together for the first time.
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pontoons & barges
introducing a new
damen product group

Damen now has a dedicated Pontoons & Barges product
group. Damen has in fact been active in the sector for
several decades but previously orders were handled
by Damen’s different product groups.
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damen services
maximise availability
while saving costs

Damen remains a family firm as next generation arrives

14
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Damen yard 

The Damen Asset Management Operating System
(DAMOS): a maintenance management system that allows
to maximise uptime and optimise cost of ownership.
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Product Development
Damen unveils
offshore wind concept

Damen is pressing on with the development of its offshore
wind concept in light of growing demand for renewable energy.
The details of its pioneering approach are revealed here.
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operational excellence
software system gives
more competitive power

Damen went live with a new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
software system to support its comprehensive newbuilding,
project management and logistic processes on June 1.
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damen components
partnership with schottel
still going strong

Damen Marine Components started working with the renowned
German propulsion unit manufacturer more than 25 years ago
and the relationship is still going strong.
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customer & Damen
“trusted partner” of
Romanian Border Police

Damen News interviews Mr Buda – superior commanding
officer of the Romanian Border Police – about his demanding
role and he outlines the importance of the authority’s
relationship with Damen.
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research & development
revolutionary
air lubrication hull design
Bodewes Binnenvaart B.V. is about to launch a revolutionary,
patented inland hull design using air lubrication. Tests and sea
trials have proven that the new hull bottom can reduce fuel
consumption by at least 15% a year on average.
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We are proud to welcome you to the latest edition of
Damen News where we keep you up-to-date on
developments in the Damen Shipyards Group. Business
in the maritime industry may have slowed down, but
this is not the case for us. During 2010 we delivered the
largest number of tugs ever in our history! In total, more
than 160 vessels were delivered from shipyards in
15 countries where we are based. But are we satisfied?
No. We continuously try to do better.
We will continue expanding our production capabilities
in Asia and the Middle East and we are implementing
an ambitious product development programme. In the
current edition of Damen News there is an excellent
example of such a development; the Damen Fast Crew
Supplier 2610 which we expect to become the new
service vessel standard for the offshore wind industry.
In addition, the latest result from our extensive research
effort is now ready to hit the commercial market. Air
lubrication is a technique that will significantly reduce
the drag of vessels and consequently, it is beneficial to
our environment resulting in carbon emissions reduction
and at the same time, it reduces operational costs for
the shipowner – a true win-win proposition.
Although the general shipping market has taken a hit
over the last two years, the Damen Shipyards Group is
doing well in its specialised market niches, all having
their own pace and rhythm. In this edition you will also
see fine examples of our capabilities, from the latest
vessel patrolling the Black Sea off the Romanian coast,
to the luxury yachts of Amels. You will also be introduced
to Damos, the vessel management tool developed for
Damen that will help our clients to run their Damen
vessels in a more efficient way. This is a firm commitment
to assist our customers in improving their vessel
management.
The most important new development however, is
the appointment of Arnout Damen as the new Chief
Operations Officer of the Damen Group. We are most
happy that the next generation is entering the business,
as this will further support our long-term strategy for
growth and stability.
René H. Berkvens Chief Executive Officer
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amels

despite challenging market

Strong demand for
AMELS superyachts
Since moving into the premium, semi custom-built superyacht sector Damen’s
yacht building business, Amels has gone from strength to strength.

Based in Vlissingen in the south of the Netherlands, Amels has
gradually expanded its facilities and now it is outperforming the
market, having sold 16 superyachts and three refits in just over
five years.
With the ability to build four superyachts simultaneously, Amels
has been awarded five newbuild contracts in the last eight
months, while many of its competitors are struggling. Currently,
11 projects are at various stages of construction.
The original roots of the yard date back from 1917 when Amels
was started by a Frisian family in Makkum. At this time the yard
mainly built fishing vessels but in 1982, the first yacht was built
and around nine years later Damen acquired the company. Then

Modern classics
Amels took the strategic decision to develop a new “platform”
every 18 months and there are currently four Limited Editions
Series built at the yard: the 171, 199, 212 and 242.
The company started with the 52 m hull, 650 gt, 171 Series. The
52 m was so successful it has subsequently developed into the
55 m, 177 yacht and then there are the 60 m, 1,100 gt (199 Series),
the 66 m, 1,500 gt (212 Series) and the 73 m 1,750 gt (242 Series).
Commenting on the reasons why these yachts have struck
such a chord with clients, Rob says: “I think the Amels Limited
Editions 171 has a great exterior design. It is long and sleek, not
a ‘wedding cake’. The yacht’s strength lies in its timeless design.
It is a complete yacht.” Alongside the aesthetics, Amels is a
well-respected brand and the yard delivers on time, with a very
good price-quality ratio, he adds.
“The AMELS 171 Series was such a success, that the series has
developed into a 55 m yacht. We have improved the yacht
considerably; stretched it, added balconies, introduced a wider
body, a touch-and-go helipad and a Beach Club.”

4
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in 2000, Amels added Vlissingen to its Makkum base. Vlissingen
was already the headquarters of Damen Schelde Naval
Shipbuilding.
Amels recently celebrated its 10th anniversary at its Vlissingen
headquarters. When the company initially moved to the southern
Dutch town it employed 40 people and this has grown to more
than 160 people nowadays.
Unique philosophy
An important milestone in the company’s history came in 2005
when the entire Amels group moved to Vlissingen, and in parallel
the superyacht specialist introduced a pioneering concept. Rather
than focusing on the pure custom-built, one-off yachts, Amels
adopted the Damen philosophy of standardisation by introducing
premium, semi custom-building into the yachting world.

Client focused
Right from the start, everything is client focused, he stresses,
from the initial design through to the after-sales services. “From
the design to the after-sales everyone is part of the product.
I think the reason we have grown very strong is that we have
always produced quality and delivered on time. We aim for repeat
clients and this goal benefits the whole company.
This has allowed Amels to increase its turnover and sell more
yachts when compared to competitors, he adds. “There was a
lot of hype in the market, it has been difficult after the crisis
but in the last eight months we have sold five projects and
outperformed the market.” The Dutch yard has clients from the
US, Russia, Middle East and Europe.
Six 171 yachts and one 177 (54.3 m) were sold over a period of
four years. Six more 177 yachts are due to be delivered this

▼

▼

▲ AMELS 242.
Mr Hans van Triet (left) and Mr Rob Luijendijk.
▼ Damen Sea Axe Fast Yacht Support Vessel.

damen sea axe fast yacht support (Fys)
vessel
In the creation of the Sea Axe Fast Yacht
Support Vessel, Damen’s pioneering Sea Axe
concept has been successfully adapted to the
superyacht world. These vessels can be faired
and painted to seamlessly blend in with the
aesthetics of the superyacht. The high-speed
vessels, which can reach speeds of up to
28 knots, have exceptional performance and
are ideal to free up valuable space on the
mother ship. They can carry helicopters, tenders,
consumables, large toys, house relief crew
and perform many more tasks.
There are three Sea Axe FYS models available:
the 3707, 5009 and 6711.

This entirely fresh approach meant that Amels adapted to a new
client base. Amels Managing Director Rob Luijendijk, who was
previously the Damen Sales Manager Americas and a yacht broker,
comments: “New clients don’t necessarily want to be involved
in building a yacht right from the very beginning; sitting in front
of a blank sheet of paper and designing the yacht from scratch.
So we have developed platforms within the Damen philosophy
of standardisation.”
The approach rapidly became a success and the now well-known
Amels Limited Editions Series was born. “The decision to move
into the premium, semi custom-built sector has led to better
quality, faster delivery times and a better price.”
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“We have success in the sense of quality at every level.”

Repeat clients
Rob points to several repeat clients Amels has, which is not
necessarily typical in the superyacht sector. Currently, the yard is
building a 60 m and a 66 m for clients who previously had 52 m
yachts. In terms of the future, Amels is likely to further develop
the 73 m concept, he says.
The AMELS 242 (73 m), 1750 gt superyacht, which is the largest
currently built, has an owner’s deck and a pool on the main aft
deck. “This is a very strong concept. We deliver quality and a
broad range of customised layouts. We are flexible concerning
all of the features on the yacht,” emphasises Hans van Triet,
Amels Technical Director.
“We can serve clients better and incorporate their modifications
which yards cannot do if they grow too fast. We think it is better
to grow in a balanced way,” Rob adds.
In addition, because Amels has this premium, semi custom-built
philosophy the company can build speculatively, so when the
market starts to move again, the Dutch yacht builder can deliver
quickly.
Amels is also one of the few superyacht builders owned by a
family and a family with a rich maritime history. “A lot of wealthy
investors are buying the yacht builders so we are unusual in that
we are not owned by investors. Damen is a family-owned company
and this counts in the maritime world.
“Vlissingen itself has a strong shipbuilding tradition. Dutch
builders have the pedigree and this is important to clients. We
can maintain quality standards because we are not driven by
short term performance goals like some other equity funded
shipyards.”
Being part of Damen also means that Amels has large R&D and
engineering departments on hand. “This is also the strength that
the parent group brings, it is not only financially.”
Sea Axe Fast Yacht Support vessel
Amels and Damen R&D worked very closely on the pioneering
new Damen Sea Axe Fast Yacht Support vessel.
These high-speed vessels, which can reach speeds of more than
28 knots, have exceptional seakeeping characteristics and are
ideal to free up valuable space on the mother ship.
They can carry helicopters, tenders, consumables, large toys,
submarines, house relief crew and carry out tasks such as travelling
on ahead to a bay and preparing it for the superyacht etc. The
Fast Yacht Support vessels are also very good for security because
of their speed, they can move quickly from A to B, adds Hans.
Three of these high-speed vessels have been sold and Amels and
Damen are confident that they will prove popular. “They can have
a ‘yacht look’ and have a very nice shaping as well. These vessels
are not your average crew boat!” he quips.
Amels has introduced many distinguishing features such as a
higher interior finish with artificial teak decks, fairing and painting
options. These options mean that the Sea Axe Fast Yacht Support
vessel can aesthetically blend in with the superyacht. There are
currently three models: the 37 m, 50 m and 67 m.
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Passion for yacht building
Two ultra-modern, humidity-controlled 60 m sheds are available
in Vlissingen and one 140 m dock. The yard is a very clean and
work-friendly facility and offers extremely high paint quality
standards, adds Hans. Usually four yachts are built simultaneously
on-site and Amels carries out one refit a year for vessels up to
45 m.
The Damen yard has a highly skilled labour force and it is
continually re-investing in new facilities and offices and in
improving the products, Rob says.
Amels also works closely with Damen Shipyards Gdynia that has
established a stellar reputation for building yachts over the last
50 years, especially for those up to 70 m.
Damen has recently embarked on a substantial investment
programme that will see the Polish yard expand and have
completely new facilities and offices, so it can be dedicated to
yacht building. “Damen Shipyards Gdynia has highly skilled
labour, real expertise in yacht building and our cooperation works
very well,” he says.
Rob admits that he still has concerns about the market. “But
Amels has shown that we have the products and the way we do
the job means we can perform and survive in difficult times. We
have the projects; we are in control and know what we are doing.
“Ultimately it should be a great experience to build a yacht with
Amels.We have very dedicated and motivated people with a true
passion for yacht building. Our strength is that we treat everyone
with respect and don’t make rash promises. We just perform.” ■

▲ Amels shipyard at Vlissingen, The Netherlands
top to bottom:
Amels 177, Amels 199, amels 212

▼

year, in 2012 and 2013. Additionally, the first 60 m, 199 has
been sold to be delivered in the spring of 2013 and two 66 m,
212 yachts will be delivered this year and next. With the strong
demand, work also started on a 66 m hull in April.

amels
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damen shipyards group
damen remains a family firm
as next generation arrives
As Arnout Damen, the eldest son of Kommer Damen, the Chairman of Damen
joins the family business, Damen News manages to get a rare interview with
father and son to ask them their thoughts on the future of the group and on the
prospects of working together for the first time.

Kommer adds: “The most important thing is that children are
happy. I always said when my children inherited their shares, that
they should not try to manage the company if they could find a
non-family member who was better suited to the role.”
Kommer also recognised that it would be very different for
Arnout joining a large firm after having worked for himself and
owning his own company.
But an opportunity arose when Erik van der Noordaa, the former
COO, decided to leave Damen to take up a position of CEO at
the Classification Society Germanischer Lloyd.
Kommer says he received the telephone call about Erik’s decision
to leave whilst sailing in the Pacific Ocean. “I asked Arnout to
think about it but not for too long!” Kommer quips. “So, I had to
decide yes or no,” Arnout says. “It was a big step for me, Damen
is hundreds of times bigger than my own company, Navingo.”
Attention to detail
For the last 10 years, after studying naval architecture, Arnout

damen founded

the shipyard expands

1927
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has been the Managing Director of the Rotterdam-based,
publishing and recruitment company, Navingo. The firm publishes
several offshore and maritime magazines, on line and in print,
including Offshore Wind Magazine and Dredging Today and the
company runs several related conferences and recruitment
events.
However, Arnout decided to swap his position as Managing
Director for a role on the Navingo advisory board and made the
move to Damen. “Tuesday was my last day at Navingo and the
next morning I started at the Damen HQ at 8am.”
Surprisingly, Arnout shows few signs of nerves about taking on
the role or about being compared to the success of his father,
adding that he has become accustomed to growing up with the
Damen family name. In that respect, perhaps the timing is right,
he says. “If I was 25 or 30, I would have been nervous. But it has
never been a goal in itself to be in the family business. I want to
do my job, I don’t want to compete with my father.”
Commenting on what he has taken onboard from his father over
the years, Arnout says that certainly he always had to tidy up
after himself.
“On our sailing boat we always had to clean up.” This is reflected
in his business later on in life, he stresses. “Both my father and I
pay a lot of attention to detail and this is shown in our products.
Within my own company, I wanted to make sure everything was
perfect, from the reception area through to the finished product,
the magazines. And with ships if there is a tiny speck of paint
missing, it must be attended to. Vessels must be delivered clean,
perfect.”
Kommer smiles, adding, “I recognise a lot of myself in Arnout;
the motivation and entrepreneurship, attention to detail.”
Arnout says although he has been in the media business rather
than at the “coalface”, he has been learning about the maritime
world. “I have read a lot about the whole industry and this is
combined with the fact that I am an entrepreneur. I have been

Damen’s
Hisor

kommer damen

involved in all aspects of having a business, recruitment, back
office, finances, marketing, communication and sales
management. “It is different when you take home a salary, you
don’t have the scope and knowledge about all aspects of doing
business.”
He is keen to bring his knowledge of modern media,
communication and recruitment to Damen. Kommer admits
that perhaps Damen is a little old fashioned when it comes to
recruitment techniques, so it will be good to have fresh ideas.
And certainly their views of the best way forward in the highly
competitive shipbuilding world are in alignment.
Kommer admits to being relieved that Arnout’s arrival means

kommer damen takes over

1969
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▲ Mr Kommer Damen – Chairman (left) and
Mr Arnout Damen – Chief Operations Officer.

▼

Arnout (40), joined Damen recently as Chief Operations Officer
(COO), although he has been a non-executive member of the
board for three years.
Most would assume it was always expected that one of Kommer’s
four children would join the family firm but Kommer stresses that
this was never a certainty. “I always kept it in mind that this would
be a possibility but Arnout has to have his own life. He had
started on his own in business. I appreciated his entrepreneurship
but I was not pressing him.”
And it wasn’t the case that Arnout had grown up at the shipyard
like Kommer had when his father and uncle started the company
in 1927. Arnout says: “When I was young I had birthday parties
on fast, slow and all types of boats and from time to time I would
come to the yard. However, I had been confronted with the
business all of my life, clients came home and we would chat
about the industry, so I learnt the family business that way.”

standard vessels at hardinxveld

1971
Arnout Damen
born

1973

expansion damen shipyard in gorinchem

1975

1977

royal naming ceremonies

1979
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Damen dynasty continues

that Damen will remain a family firm. “Continuity is ensured.
With a family company you are always looking at bringing the
company to the next generation, we take decisions and invest
in new products and developments for the long-term and that
is not always the case in this industry.
“If you’re a listed company you are always mindful of the analysts
and shareholders. These companies mostly see things in the
short term. And yet, family firms usually perform better than their
listed counterparts.”
Kommer feels that it is easier to run a family firm. But that said,
he does feel Arnout will face a more difficult challenge than he
did. Kommer started with just 10 employees and now employs
6,000. He believes it is easier to start very small and make the
company big, rather than starting when the company is already
well established.
Standardisation stays at the heart of Damen
Both are firm believers in the Kommer philosophy of
standardisation and they are certain that modular building will
continue to play an important role in the shipbuilding industry
of the future.
Although Kommer admits that when he first came up with the
proposal his father thought it was far too risky and that it required
very high finance levels. The two totally disagreed, he says. But
crucially his father gave him the freedom to press ahead.
So if Arnout comes with a similar proposition what will Kommer
say? They both laugh, “I think you have to leave room for creativity
otherwise it is a big mistake.”
Arnout says, “I don’t think we will ever drop the standardisation
concept!”

“The principle still has an important role to play in the future,”
emphasises Kommer. “Standardisation leads to higher quality, a
better performance, lower cost price, better serviceability, lower
total cost of ownership, high second-hand value and shorter
delivery times. Predictability.”
Although Kommer stresses that it is important to leave plenty
of room for the customisation of the final product. The client is
more demanding than 40 years ago, he adds. “Customers come
to Damen because of its reputation but they like to have more
of their own ideas in their ships. There must be more customising
possibilities than in the past. It is similar to the car market now,
there are endless possibilities of choices and optional add-ons.”
Specialisation key
Describing 2011 as a year of recovery, Kommer believes that
more shipbuilding will be going to the Far East, so it is vital for
the Netherlands to maintain its ability to build complex, specialist
vessels.
After the boom years of 2007/8, there have been quite some
tough years, he stresses. “But in comparison to German, Spanish
and Finnish yards, the Dutch builders have done quite well
because of this specialisation.”
Damen will continue increasing its product portfolio, slowly but
surely, he adds. “We are expecting a bigger demand for our Fast
Crew Suppliers and the Axe Bow concept becoming a standard
in the offshore world.”
The trend is certainly towards bigger, more powerful tugs, they
add. And there is a lot expected from Damen’s new ASD Tug 3212
that has a Bollard Pull of up to 75 tonnes. “The new tug was very
good seakeeping behaviour. The first one is in the shed and there
is already a lot of interest in the new model.”

Fuel efficiency
Fuel efficiency and sustainability is also high on the Damen
agenda. Damen’s R&D department is the largest in the Dutch
shipbuilding industry and Kommer says that this is an
important advantage. “We can place more emphasis on quality
improvements, come up with new ideas for better products.
We can make sure our vessels have improved noise and vibration
levels.”
Arnout talks about his goals. “For the first two months sales have
been quite high. I want to keep that up, I don’t know whether
it is a coincidence!” he laughs. “I want to keep improving sales
and expanding the service offering and help customers develop
new products.
“We are already renowned for our service, which we offer
throughout the entire lifetime of the vessel, but I would like to
see the same service standards all over the world. I want to see
the best service standards you can imagine.”
“My main goal is to optimise the Damen business model; offer
short delivery times, better quality, make sure we can offer clients
the lowest cost price but still have the quality standards. And
ultimately, clients must be able to make more money out of it,”
Arnout stresses.
In a bid to further increase efficiency and quality he adds that
Damen will eventually aim to concentrate one vessel type at one
yard. Both add that they have the same idea about how to
continue the group and they are both adamant that there will be
no cruise ships or large container ships built at Damen.
Recruiting and retaining the right people
“We will look to increasing our presence in the market, in sales
and service and slowly grow, getting the benefits through
economies of scale. And we want Damen to be an attractive
company for people to work with.”
In terms of the challenges faced by Damen and the European
ship building sector, Kommer says recruitment is certainly a major
issue.
Getting the right people into the company builds the foundations
for success for the future, he says. “Keeping people motivated,
treating them well, we have the same ideas about that.” “It is all
about hiring good people and retaining them,” Arnout agrees.
Even in the Netherlands, which is known for its technical and

engineering education, it is getting difficult to find enough people
from a technical background, adds Kommer. “This is a challenge
for our industry. We have to motivate children into this type of
education. In the Netherlands there are too many children
choosing social studies.” And he thinks Arnout will be able to
bring some valuable input about attracting students to the group.
They both agree that it is important to provide a nourishing
environment to work in. “Our staff are part of it and take pride
in their work. It is a true family environment.”
Product development in Damen’s genetic make-up
Kommer says he never imagined that the Damen group would be
as big as it is today. “It was a step-by-step approach.” He does
not believe in growth for growth’s sake. “You know when you are
too big. It is important not to set goals you cannot achieve.
“Our clients are growing and going to more markets so we will
also expand but the quality should always be just as good.
Improving your product should be in the genes of the company.”
Describing himself as semi-retired – although he is a very active
chairman – Kommer says: “I don’t feel the need to be here every
day. Damen is run by our Chief Executive Officer, René Berkvens,
our Chief Financial Officer Bernard Tijs and Arnout. René is an
extremely capable person.”
So to the burning question: Does Kommer see Arnout stepping
into his shoes one day? “I hope he does take over my role
eventually but he must prove himself first!” Kommer stresses.
Continuity
Undoubtedly, it is somewhat of a relief to see Arnout enter the
firm, Kommer admits. “Our employees and our customers have
proof that we are a family company and we are here for the long
run. Our clients know the next generation is coming up.
“This represents stability for our clients. They can rely on us.
We are not going to be sold. Even after 40 years clients can still
call on us for spare parts and drawings. There is even the same
telephone number!”
Trust and reliability are at the heart of the group, he stresses.
Kommer points to a recent example. Damen recently finished a
three-year, 29 vessel order for Serco in the UK. The client
expressed surprise that each vessel was delivered on time and
on budget. “For Damen that is normal!”
■
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pontoons & barges
Damen now has a dedicated Pontoons & Barges
product group, allowing it to place even more focus on
this growing activity.

Introducing
a new Damen
product group

Kommer Damen has long held a wish that there should be a
separate division and in late 2010, the new product group was
officially launched. Damen has in fact been active in the
Pontoons & Barges sector for several decades but previously
orders were handled by Damen’s different product groups.
The new product group team is headed up by Frank Koppelaar,
also the manager of Damen Trading Suzhou (DTS). Mr Koppelaar
is delighted that a dedicated division has been created.
“Although Damen has more than 40 years experience in ship
building and we built our first barge in 1986, it is always very
interesting to make a ‘new start’ and have a new focus. There is
now one point of contact for our customers.”

▼

Wide range of products
The pontoons and barges will be built in several Damen shipyards
and partner shipyards all over the world. Mr Koppelaar comments:
“Using several shipyards allows us to supply different sizes from
stock or with short delivery times. We can quickly respond to
customers and offer the products from the nearest yard to them.”
Damen has developed a standard range of pontoons and it is
currently building up stock at building yards in China. At this
moment several flat top Stan Pontoons are available and will be
throughout 2011 in different sizes, including the 120 x 32 metre,
91 x 27 metre, 75 x 24 metre, 60 x 16 metre, 42 x 13 metre and
30 x 10 metre. Any unsold barges will be towed to Europe at the
end of 2011 and these towed early 2012.
Damen Stan pontoons are Lloyds classified for worldwide use
and are prepared in such a way that they can be built up with
additional equipment such as ballast pumps, winches with anchors,
spuds, generating sets, navigation lights, fender systems and
emergency anchors. The Damen standard pontoon includes

▲
▲▲

▲ Mr Frank Koppelaar, Manager Pontoons & Barges.
Damen Pipe Lay Barge.
Damen Standard Pontoon range.

10

30

50
top to bottom:
damen standard pontoon b11
damen standard pontoon b13
damen standard pontoon b16
damen standard pontoon b24

70

90

damen standard pontoon b27
damen standard pontoon b32
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damos

pontoons & barges
▲

Damen Stan Pontoon.
▼ top to bottom:
Damen Multi Purpose Pontoon.
Damen Lighter Barge.
Damen Submergible Pontoon.
Damen Stan Pontoon.

maximise vessel
availability
while saving
costs

towing brackets, bollards and dearation heads and for the larger
pontoons, ballast pipes, inlet grids and valves are included as well.
All of the pontoons have a shaped hull and one or two skegs,
resulting in excellent sailing ability.
Semi-submergible barges, inland cargo barges, hopper barges
(regular and split) and modular barges are just a few in the current
portfolio.
The standardised range will eventually comprise crane barges
and sheerlegs, liquid lighters, bunker barges and Stan Landers.
And although Damen offers several types of standard pontoons
and barges these can always be adapted to a customer’s wishes.
Damen naturally has a full range of custom-made vessels as well,
including pipe-laying barges, accommodation barges, drilling
platforms, floating docks, landing platforms and modular solutions
for special projects. Diving support barges, power supply barges,
LNG bunker barges, Jack-up platforms and backhoe dredgers
are just a few of the other vessels that Damen is working on.

For more information please feel free to contact Mr Koppelaar at
pontoons-barges@damen.nl or by phone on +31 (0)183 63 96 72.
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Essentially, DAMOS helps the customer save money on
maintenance and it improves the availability of the vessel, says
Damen Shipyards Manager Maintenance & Spares, Sander Alles.
One customer has recently reported a significant reduction in
operational maintenance costs and zero downtime in the first
year of using DAMOS, he points out.

▲ Mr Sander Alles,
Damen Shipyards Manager Maintenance & Spares.

Benefit from Damen experience
While there are other computerised maintenance systems
available, DAMOS is completely unique, he stresses. “We have
a vast ship building experience, with around 5,000 vessels built
to date and we can use all of this experience to feed into the
DAMOS system.” It is not just a case of compiling all of the
maintenance manuals into one system like many other systems
on the market, he emphasises. “In the shipbuilding business it
is unique that Damen offers this value-added-service. DAMOS
offers so many more possibilities than buying an off-the-shelf
software package and filling the database yourself.”
Naturally any system is only as good as the information put in.
The most important component is the content. Most systems
only use maintenance manuals but we interpret them using our
experiences from 5,000 vessels, says Mr Alles.
DAMOS is a dynamic system where the customers’ feedback
about maintenance issues is regularly added into the system.
Damen’s experienced field service engineers always review
customers’ maintenance databases before delivery to the

▼

Offshore wind industry
One particularly interesting ongoing project is the development
of hotel-maintenance barges specifically for the rapidly expanding
offshore wind industry.
Mr Koppelaar comments that Damen is very keen to play a role
in the offshore wind industry and has invested a lot in Research &
Development to ensure that the new offshore wind barges offer
the very best seakeeping ability possible. They have very good
seakeeping behaviour in both east and west sea conditions. Recent
Damen research investigations have proven that these barges have
the very best performance in helping to avoid seasickness and
to give a comfortable hotel service for the technicians on board.
Being more comfortable means maintenance crews will arrive in
good shape when they start work on the turbines. This is a very
important development for this 365-day-a-year, 24/7 industry.
An Ampelmann access system can also be installed on the
maintenance barge and a crew tender is optional to allow crews
to travel between the turbines quickly when the weather
conditions are good enough.
■

The Damen Asset Management Operating System (DAMOS)
is a truly unique maintenance management system that
allows customers to maximise uptime and optimise cost of
ownership.
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customer. In addition, if the engineers encounter issues whilst
working in the field, these comments are reported to the DAMOS
feedback department and added into the system.
Damen maintenance contracts also generate a lot of information
regarding maintenance issues. The efficiencies gained from this
can be incorporated into DAMOS and consequently, the customer’s
organisation. “It is a dynamic system, input is continually being
updated and because we use it ourselves as well, DAMOS is
always improving.”
Continual updating
DAMOS also takes the environment where the vessel is operating
into account. “A vessel operating in Rotterdam is going to have
very different maintenance needs to one that is operating in
Latin America. We examine the environmental conditions and
the customer’s usage of the vessel. For instance, is the vessel in
operation 24-hours-a-day or is it waiting for work in port?” All of
this information is fed into DAMOS.
To make DAMOS as practical and user-friendly as possible,
maintenance tasks are presented in the most logical way. “First
of all, our engineers take a look at all the maintenance tasks that
have to be performed and that are not described in the manuals,
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then this ship-specific maintenance is added to DAMOS. Furthermore all of the maintenance jobs are combined so they are done
in the most logical way.

headquarters in Gorinchem. Currently, there is a special DAMOS
office in Curacao and the aim is having eight service stations
worldwide.

Mr Alles gives the example that all of the fire extinguishers that
need to be inspected are combined into a logical list, which
results in only one work order. And if a pump inspection has to
take place this is pretty much a stand-alone work order but if this
is carried out in a logical way, it would also make sense to carry
out maintenance for the complete bilge system, then move on to
the electrical motor, the suction valves, ... All of these separate
work orders are combined into one complete system.
As well as the basic maintenance module, many customers choose
the DAMOS purchasing module that facilitates procurement for
required parts. Other modules that can be added to the basic
configuration are the import/export and project module. The
latter is particularly useful for either very big vessels where a lot
of work orders need to be handled or for customers with a large
fleet.
For larger vessels, it is also useful to have the system onboard and
in the office; the vessel and headquarters will be looking at the
same live data. This information can also be sent to the Damen

Tailor-made system
Mr Alles stresses that DAMOS is particularly appealing to newcomers or for customers wanting to make a transfer from paper
job cards to a computerised system. “The beauty of DAMOS is
that it can always incorporate content according to the customer’s
wishes.”
Recently, a new feature was introduced whereby customers can
set up a “dashboard” within DAMOS. The dashboard can display
operational availability, the progress of jobs, work to be done etc.
It is also possible to display the amount of back-log.
One-stop-shop
There are many new developments being worked on in the Damen
organisation. Currently, a DAMOS condition-based monitoring
module is being developed, which would further reduce the cost
of ownership for the vessel owner.
Damen is also looking beyond solely maintenance, for example
taking the environment into account. In the future, the system will

also be developed for a PC tablet, making it even more flexible
to use.
In addition, Damen is developing a DAMOS electronic ordering
module where orders can be sent through to the Damen office
in Gorinchem. This is expected to be operational in the third
quarter. “Customers get an overview of spare parts in stock,
where they are located and what they might need. This module
will give customers a one-stop-shop for all of the spare parts
needed for future maintenance.”
DAMOS is accompanied by a comprehensive manual but Damen
also provides an approximately 30-page Quickstart guide which
is covering the tasks in DAMOS for 95% of the users. In addition
to these manuals we are offering video tutorials for parts of the
DAMOS system. Damen carries out training on the system for
approximately a week. “When our engineers are performing
the maintenance jobs dictated by DAMOS we can combine this
with hands-on training. We can also offer a training programme
or deliver specific training on demand if a customer encounters
a difficult job.”
■
To see a part of the instruction video please visit the following link:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=lP02zGUAoSc
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latest
news

meet damen at
June 2011
Seawork
14 - 16 June n Southampton, UK
Renewable UK Offshore Wind
29 - 30 June n Liverpool, UK

July 2011
Bridex 2011
6 - 9 July n Darussalam, Brunei

august 2011
Navalshore
3 - 5 August n Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Milnavshow
14 - 16 August n Constanta, Romania

september 2011
Offshore Europe
6 - 8 Sept n Aberdeen, Scotland
Defence & Security Equipment International (DSEI)
13 - 16 Sept n London, UK
NEVA
20 - 23 Sept n St. Petersburg, Russia
Monaco Yacht Show
21 - 24 Sept n Monaco
OPV
20 - 22 Sept n Hamburg, Germany

Royal visit at damen
HM Queen Beatrix, HRH Princess Maxima and HRH The Prince of Orange
visit Nakilat Damen Shipyards Qatar during their state visit to Qatar. ■

october 2011
Interferry
3 - 6 Oct n Barcelona, Spain
Middle East Workboat Show
3 - 5 Oct n Abu Dhabi, UAE
Kioge 2011
5 - 8 October 2011 - Kazakhstan
Offshore Energy
11 - 12 Oct n Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Hydro
17 - 19 Oct n Prague, Poland
Renewable UK
25 - 27 Oct n Manchester, UK
MCSA Maritime & Coastal Security Africa
26 - 28 Oct n Capetown, South-Africa
Fort Lauderdale Boat Show
26 Oct - 2 Nov n Fort Lauderdale, USA

The DAMEN approach
to deep sea mining
Nakilat Damen
Shipyards Qatar

november 2011
Coastal Surveillance
1 - 3 Nov n Singapore
Europort
8 - 11 Nov n Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Super Yacht Forum
14 - 16 Nov n Amsterdam, The Netherlands
METS
15 - 17 Nov n Amsterdam, The Netherlands
International Workboatshow
20 Nov - 2 Dec n New Orleans, USA
Offshore European Wind Energy Association
29 Nov - 1 Dec n Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Marintec
29 Nov - 2 Dec n Shanghai, China
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Nakilat Damen Shipyards Qatar
has been certified under the
ISO 9001:2008 standard by Lloyd’s
Register Quality Assurance (LRQA).
The certification attests to NDSQ’s
high international standards of
service, organizational effectiveness
and commitment to a safe and
healthy workplace and environment.
The certificate of achievement was
awarded to NDSQ managing
director, Jan-Wim Dekker, by LRQA’s
Reda Tebbal, country manager,
Qatar, during a ceremony at the
company’s offices in the Erhama
Bin Jaber Al Jalahma Shipyard in
Ras Laffan.
■

ISO 14001:2004 for
Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam
Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam certified with ISO
14001:2004 as one of the first repair yards in the world.
The last years DSR has improved her organization in
order to bring the service to her customers to a higher
level. These improvements also include better control
with the help of the environmental management
system therefore reducing the negative effects on the
environment resulting from the company’s operations.
The ISO 14000:2004 certificate is proof of DSR’s
unique status! Wim Kloosterman (Managing Director
DSR) (right) receives certificate from Peter Cornelissen
(Manager Certification) of Lloyd’s Register Nederland.
▲ ISO Certifiication handed to Mr Jan-Wim Dekker, NDSQ managing director (right)

The new flexible dredging concept developed by
Damen Dredging Equipment is the answer to
increasing demand for raw materials while sand
winning locations are located further from shore at
increased dredging depths. The RoRo Deep Dredge,
which can work up to -200 m dredging depth, has
specifically been designed to meet this demand and
to challenge current technical limitations.
The RoRo Deep Dredge is a flexible dredging
concept which revolutionizes dredging in the 21st
century. With its optimum use of invested capital
and therefore its lower cost per m3 it will challenge
current projects and dredge fleets. Its modular
approach will break the dredging market open by
enabling other vessels or contenders to enter the
deep sea mining market. The new RoRo Deep
Dredge will cause mutiny in dredging to the
extreme. For more information: www.damen.nl ■
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product development
Damen unveils pioneering
offshore wind concept
Damen is pressing on with the development of its
offshore wind concept in light of growing demand for
renewable energy. The details of its pioneering approach
are revealed here for the first time.

▲
▲

Mr Casper Vermeulen, Damen Sales Manager Europe.
▲ Damen Sea Base, windfarm maintenance barge.
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are already active in the offshore wind market. “Sometimes they
are on standby, or used as Anchor Handlers but in most cases
they are not working to their optimum because they have not
been specifically developed for the sector.”
“The team looked at how to optimise these boats and make the
day rates come down. The kilowatt-hour price is still too high,
so if we can get the costs down it is better for the development
of the whole industry,” stresses Mr Vermeulen.
He points out that completely different tools are going to be
needed for the UK’s Round 3 projects and for future offshore
wind farms, so it was crucial to take a fresh approach. “A lot of
ideas in offshore wind have not been tried before.”
Damen is developing several innovative, cost-reducing, safe
and efficient solutions. The dedicated wind farm support vessel
range includes vessels capable of transferring a small crew for
maintenance work, up to very large vessels suitable for hotel-type
accommodation.
Damen ‘Sea Base’ revealed
A crucial part of Damen’s total offshore wind concept is its
pioneering new vessel, the Sea Base. Essentially, this very

© Vestas Wales.

▼

The Dutch group is introducing a range of dedicated wind farm
support vessels, accessibility and transfer systems and it has
also developed a complete concept whereby it offers a fullyintegrated, infrastructure package for a wind farm. The pioneering
concept comprises everything needed, including a heavy lift
vessel, Fast Crew Suppliers, Shoalbusters and Multi Cats, as
well as the associated access systems.
Casper Vermeulen, Damen Sales Manager Europe, says: “As the
offshore wind industry matures, the turbines are being placed
further offshore in more challenging waters. So far, wind farms
have been nearshore, perhaps a maximum of one hour sailing
from the port. But now they are going further offshore with all
the complications that brings.”
Seeing the huge potential of the offshore wind industry and the
challenges it faces, Damen established a seven-strong committee
to research the sector. Damen is also looking to recruit a
dedicated offshore wind director. “We wanted to look at what
was needed in the wider sense, not just at the maintenance
and transfer vessels.”
During the research Damen found that a lot of its vessels; the
Multi Cats, heavy lift vessels, Shoalbusters and other workboats,
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damen offshore wind concept

Unique concepts depending on the Sea State
Additionally, Damen has developed several new concepts that
best suit the Sea State.
In conditions with a significant wave height of between 2 m and
3 m, Damen believes the new Damen FCS 4314 could shuttle
people from shore to the Sea Base and then to the turbines.
This would operate together with an Ampelmann system.
But in a significant wave height of up to 2 m, the 4314 would
essentially operate as the shuttle to shore and then the new,
smaller Damen vessel, the FCS 2610, would operate in the field
between the Sea Base and the turbines.
Transferring people safely and comfortably is very much high on
the Damen agenda and as offshore turbines get deeper, the issue
becomes even more challenging.
Safe accessibility
“How should we deal with different water depths and get people
across a moving boat in a sea state to a fixed platform? And how
will the industry be able to transfer people further offshore in
higher sea states and harsher conditions?” he asks.
The 2610 answers the question about how to get to the
turbines but then a system has to be able to transfer people off
the boat to the turbine, he adds. Clearly stepping off at exactly
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the right time in moving seas is very risky. Damen has developed
its own in-house access ladder for the safe transfer of people
that can be fitted to the FCS 2610. The access CXS system
makes turbines accessible in wave heights of up to 2 m, easily
and safely.
The gangway is 2 m above the bow of the vessel and it connects
to the turbine as an extra safety feature. If the boat goes up and
down in the swell, the gangway is independent from the boat
so always provides a safe platform. “It is simple and the costs
are low.”
For waves up to a 3 m significant wave height, Damen would
install the Ampelmann on the 4314. The Ampelmann is a shipbased, self-stabilising platform that actively compensates all
vessel motions.
First Damen 2610 arrives in June
Damen’s range of dedicated wind farm support vessels are very
much a reality, with the first 2610 in the shed.
More than a year in development, the Twin Axe High Speed
Support Vessel (HSSV) 2610 design is a further development of
Damen’s highly successful Sea Axe concept. The vessel was
introduced at Seawork 2010 and has already received two orders,
as well as generating a lot of interest from offshore wind farm
developers and energy companies.
With the trend to go further offshore, Damen is well aware that
vessels have to be more comfortable and have very good
seakeeping behaviour. Damen’s R&D department spent a great
deal of time improving the design of conventional catamarans

to enable the Fast Crew Supplier 2610 to offer unrivalled sea
keeping behaviour and lower resistance. This not only provides
Operations & Maintenance personnel with a much more
comfortable ride, it also reduces fuel consumption. Crucially,
the raised work deck and Sea Axe Bow allow the vessel to
keep up its speed in a higher sea state, greatly extending the
operating window.
Marineco order
Two Damen Twin Axe HSSV 2610 vessels have already been sold
to the UK’s Marineco, with one due to be delivered in June and
the second in February 2012.
The trend is clear, emphasises Mr Vermeulen. “Bigger Fast Crew

Suppliers are going to be needed for Round 3. When considering
that these boats started at 14 m-15 m, and then the standard
was 18 m-19 m and now ours is 26 m.
“If you look at future wind farms such as Dogger Bank, there will
be 1,800 turbines. Ten Damen 2610 vessels could serve a 100
turbines, that’s 180 vessels needed during construction and
perhaps four per 100 turbines through the wind farm’s 20 year
lifespan – that’s 72 transfer boats!” In the UK alone, 32GW is
expected to be installed in the period up to 2020. “This represents
an incredible two-and-a-half turbines a day. There are only very
few shipyards that can serve this demand. Damen has developed
a totally new, integrated approach. Customers can come to us
for the complete offshore wind farm solution.”
■

▲

large vessel, which will be approximately 150 m x 50 m wide,
will function as the mother ship or a large pontoon out at sea.
But at the same time it will be a comfortable, safe platform,
even in North Sea conditions 200 miles offshore.
The Sea Base can take on various functions, from operating as
a hotel for maintenance engineers to a storage space for spare
parts, turbine blades and supplies.
In its hotel function in the field, shuttle services would operate
between the Sea Base, the shore and the turbines. “People
would probably stay onboard for a week in what will be luxury
accommodation, with a gym, swimming pool, etc.”
The Sea Base could also be equipped with an A-frame with a
120 m high lift, so it could assist in turbine maintenance. “It
would not be a dedicated installation ship but could be used if
necessary,” he says.
Staying out in the field and storing the turbines means that the
vessel can save a great deal of money, Mr Vermeulen comments.
“An installation vessel would probably cost E 500,000 a day, so
the Sea Base can save three or more visits from an installation
vessel, saving E 2m already and huge amounts of travelling time.
Meanwhile, the installation vessel can just keep installing.”

Damen FCS 2610 – High Speed Support Vessel
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operational excellence
Damen went live with a new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software system to
support its comprehensive newbuilding, project management and logistic
processes on June 1. Damen aims to shorten lead and delivery times and make
further cost efficiencies from the move.

absolutely the future solution for many shipyards in our industry.”
Damen has embarked on a huge training programme with around
700 of the company’s employees in the Netherlands undergoing
training sessions.
Mr Ter Riet stresses that actually only 20% of the project’s efforts
concern the system and software configuration. “At least 80% is
aimed at reorganising and upgrading our own processes and the
operational focus of the company,” he emphasises.
A new “Dawn”
From the start, there was a much stronger focus on project and
supply chain management, adds Damen Shipyards Gorinchem
ERP Project Leader and Head of the Dawn project, Aart-Jan van
der Wekken. “This really wasn’t an ICT project, it had to be a
business project; it had a focus on business improvements and
far more developed operational goals.”
The need for such an ambitious project started to emerge in 2007.
Damen and the shipbuilding industry in general, had undergone

▼

new
software system
gives damen
more competitive
power

After-sales services and finance already went live in November
2010. Going live throughout Damen’s headquarters in Gorinchem
with the new system, which is from Sweden’s IFS Applications, is
just one of the last stages of an ambitious three-year project
named “Dawn”.
In line with Damen’s standardisation strategy, this project aims
to introduce uniform processes and systems to support all of its
product groups and throughout the entire production chain.
However, it will take another few years to embed the new
production approach in the organisation and use the system to
its full capacity.
Undoubtedly, IFS Applications and the changed set-up through
out the organisation means that operationally, Damen is one of
the most advanced yards in the shipbuilding industry, says Bert
Jan ter Riet, Managing Director of Damen Shipyards Gorinchem.
“This programme is very ambitious, we want to be leading in
the maritime business. We are convinced that our solution
facilitates operational excellence within our company. It is

▲ left to right:
Mr Martijn Veldhuizen, Solution Manager.
Mr Aart-Jan van der Wekken,
	ERP Project Leader and Head of the Dawn project.
	Mr Bert Jan ter Riet, Managing Director of
Damen Shipyards Gorinchem.
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components

Effectively, the ERP project was started in 2008 with three
specific research programmes. Firstly, the team looked into
which supporting software would suit Damen’s functionality
requirements. The team also took a close look outside of the shipbuilding environment to examine how other large operationally
excelling organisations were structuring their supportive systems.
The data trigger model was developed to indicate the company’s
(future) information flow.
The project recognised five main business drivers; Damen moves
from being fully sales driven to a balance between sales and
operations, increased importance of shipyard/production
management, increased complexity of its worldwide logistic
supply chains and operational spread of activities, to fully
implement and integrate the possibilities of 3D CAD engineering
in the supply chain and finally, to deal with the ever growing
diversity in the product range.
In January 2009, a limited list of 15 Top Requirements was drawn
up. This list was used to select three companies as possible
suppliers for this contract. The Damen team asked 35 key people
to visit the demo of all three short-listed companies.
User-friendly system
Certainly, the decisive factor in choosing IFS was its ability to
offer the functionality requirements for shipbuilding processes
but the thing that tipped the balance was the human interface
and its web-based solution, IFS Enterprise Explorer.
“Given the functionality and the user friendliness, most of the
user panel preferred the IFS option,” Mr Van der Wekken adds.
The project, service, engineering, purchasing, logistics and
manufacturing processes were also all completely integrated,
he says. In the summer of 2009, IFS was selected.

a backbone
for operational
excellence

IFS

Currently, Damen Shipyards Gorinchem uses IFS Service
Management to manage ship repairs and spare parts sales and
it uses call centre and warranty management functionality from
IFS to handle customer queries related to warranties. Services,
finance and scheduling is live and the newbuilding programme
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went live on June 1. Engineering and sales will follow.
Martijn Veldhuizen, Solution Manager comments: “It is not just a
software implementation, it is a different way of organising your
work. The biggest change is that everybody has to think about
the entire value chain rather than a single process or department.”
And coordinating this inter-disciplinary approach and integrating
it is no small feat. As the executives admit, Damen is not a typical
shipbuilder.
“Not many yards have such a geographical spread of operational
activities over so many locations in the world. Our concept is
logistically driven as we have over 300 yard numbers being
simultaneously managed. This geographical spread – both in
physical production and decentralised engineering – means that
our needs are substantially more complex than the average
shipyard,” comments Mr Ter Riet.
Customers linked-in by 2012
Customers will be able to be linked into the system by the yearend and Damen is developing a web-based information portal
whereby customers can access all the drawings, details, after-sales
documents and spare parts information about their vessels.
“The IFS system gives us far more possibilities. Customers will
be able to log-in and get to the exact information they need
concerning their vessels straight away,” Mr Ter Riet says.
“This new integrated solution gives the proper operational
support for us to improve on our delivery performance and the
quality will become even better. We can offer earlier delivery
through a smooth engineering and logistics operation and this
leads to lower costs and fewer non-conformities,” Mr Van der
Wekken adds. “The whole reason we are doing this is to be a
better supplier. Damen is on its way to operational excellence!”

Schottel and DMC’s partnership
still going strong
after more than 25 years
Damen Marine Components started working with the
renowned German propulsion unit manufacturer Schottel
more than 25 years ago and the relationship is still going
strong.

▼ Damen ASD Tug 3110.

René van Middelkoop, DMC Manager Sales & Marketing and
Andreas Nalbach, from SCHOTTEL’s Purchase Department, talk
about what turns this customer-supplier relationship into a true
partnership.
DMC delivered the first propeller nozzles to SCHOTTEL in the
late seventies and the partnership intensified over the years. For
the last five years in a row, SCHOTTEL has been DMC’s biggest
client with 1,800 nozzles delivered between 1990 and now.
And in 2010 DMC became SCHOTTEL’s number one supplier
for the whole company for the first time. DMC had already been
the number one nozzle supplier for some years and in the last
two years DMC also became the most important supplier for
cone support tubes as well.
DMC supplies nozzles, cone support tubes, transverse thruster
tunnels and other construction parts for the renowned SCHOTTEL
Rudderpropeller from its manufacturing facilities in Gdansk,
Poland and Suzhou, China. The smallest nozzle supplied has a
860 mm inside diameter but this can be up to 4.2 m in
▼

a period of enormous growth. “We were confronted with the
fact that the existing software system could no longer sufficiently
support our ambitious programme,” says Mr Ter Riet.
He admits that, at that time, this led to delays and mistakes.
So top priority was given to updating software, systems and
processes. “It was not just about outdated software; it was crucial
that the company improved its performance and processes to
deal with such a huge increase in turnover efficiently and in a
controlled manner.”
And ironically the financial crisis provided some breathing space.
The dip in activity gave Damen the ideal opportunity to create a
team of top experts that were able to “redefine standards for the
future”. Now with turnover and business activity picking up where
it had left off in 2008, we are ready for it, he stresses.

“IFS is the backbone for operational excellence and provides
a fantastic tool for customers and for Damen internally,” says
Mr Veldhuizen.
“This gives us so much more freedom than the former system.
Before people working on project management and integral
scheduling worked on their own island. But now they can see that
they are only one link in the whole supply chain.”
Being aware of their part in the supply chain means that
employees are conscious of the consequences of their action
throughout the entire chain of events, so they can take better
decisions in line with the common company goals, stresses
Mr Ter Riet.
“One time right!”
The “One time right!” Dawn motto has a two way meaning, he
says. “Uniform working methods and reliable information allow
us to get it right first time and the supply chain focus allows
information to be shared in such way that data and information
are only added/generated once!”
The new system also means it is much easier to obtain
management information and measure performance because it is
more visible. “We can get information that wasn’t readily available
before. We can now start Business Intelligence researching and
therefore be more efficient, improving and innovating. Damen’s
ambition is to be a ‘Learning organisation’ and if you learn, you
improve,” emphasises Mr Ter Riet.
■
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SCHOTTEL is not just a client,
we are true partners.

diameter. Usually they range between 2m - 2.8m because they
are mainly used for tugs and in the offshore business.
Mr Van Middelkoop says: “DMC does not just deliver nozzles or
construction parts to SCHOTTEL, we work together with them to
find the best product. For instance, our engineering departments
worked very closely to find the best way to fit the thruster units
to the nozzles.
True partners
“We will create the initial drawings, send them to SCHOTTEL,
incorporate any comments before they go to class. We are in
almost daily contact concerning changes in the market, delivery
times, new drawings etc.
“SCHOTTEL is not just a client, we are true partners.” As an
example of this close working relationship, he points to DMC’s
decision to establish a branch in Suzhou. SCHOTTEL opened a
production facility in Suzhou in 2005 and DMC in 2006. SCHOTTEL
Suzhou largely manufactures transverse thrusters and smaller
Rudderpropellers.
Mr Nalbach comments: “It is very good to have suppliers like
DMC; this makes life much easier. We develop together to
improve both the nozzle and the propulsion unit.
“DMC always delivers on time. Whenever I contact Mr Van
Middelkoop he knows where to go within the organisation and
we get a response in a single day and DMC makes sure the
issue is solved.”
The privately-owned German company, which is headquartered
in Spay on the River Rhine, is well known worldwide as the
inventor of the Rudderpropeller, and this was already back in
the fifties.
DMC is very proud to work with such an esteemed company and
one where quality is of the highest priority. “We are very proud
to be a partner of the inventor of this top quality product. There
are absolutely no concessions on quality. SCHOTTEL’s propeller
units are sometimes 30 years old and they are still running
smoothly!”

with oil to protect against erosion but now it is a closed
pressurised system, so better for the environment.
Both companies are looking at how to make it easy to change
the parts of the thruster unit and developing a system where it
is very easy to mount them on the water housing using only a
few bolts. This leads to a short assembly time where the housing
can unit immediately be attached to the Rudderpropeller.

Focus on quality
All of the propeller nozzles are manufactured with a complete
stainless steel inner side, so they are more durable and resistant
against corrosion, he adds. “SCHOTTEL’s products are known
for their quality. Both companies aim to deliver the best quality
for a reasonable price. There are no compromises on quality so
we fit together very well.”
Mr Nalbach says the SCHOTTEL and DMC company cultures
are not dissimilar, perhaps being private and family companies.
“Both companies are very flexible. DMC is very reliable, flexible
and there is always a fast response.”
Both companies are also constantly developing their products.
Schottel is working on a new type of Rudderpropeller using less
oil to make it more environmentally friendly. And DMC is doing
the same where it comes to nozzles. The units used to be filled
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▲ ▲	SE Ø2630x1300.
▲ Mr René van Middelkoop, DMC Manager Sales & Marketing.

Continual improvement
Mr Nalbach stresses how he is impressed to see that DMC is
looking at introducing a new spinning machine at its facility in
Gdansk, although the running process has been working perfectly
well for many years. “DMC does not get complacent, it is always
working on developments that show that it is really trying to
get an edge on competitors and on pricing.”
“We pass on the benefits to our customer,” emphasises Mr Van
Middelkoop. “If we benefit from something, then our customers
should as well.”

Commenting on the future of the partnership, Mr Nalbach says:
“We have to face the fact that the speed of development in the
marine sector is quite different to that of before, so in order to
have an eye on our competitors, we need to have flexible
suppliers which can reduce delivery times. We need the right
suppliers.
“Over the past years, the market has had harder times but DMC
has shown real partnership and everything worked very well. We
are confident that now the market is picking up again and lead
times are getting shorter that there won’t be a problem. We see
other suppliers increasing their delivery times but this is not the
case with DMC. We are quite confident having DMC on side.
“Certainly, from our side as long as ships are being built we are
not eager to change our relationship with DMC because it works
perfectly well this way.”
“We hope to have a long lasting future with SCHOTTEL,” adds
Mr Van Middelkoop.
■
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Romanian Border Police
▲

Damen Offshore Patrol Vessel 950 “Stefan cel Mare MAI 1105”.
▼ Mr Ioan Buda, the General Inspector of the Romanian Border Police.

Damen is “trusted partner”
of Romanian Border Police
The Romanian Border Police operates under the Ministry of the Administration
and the Interior. It is a specialised unit which duties include the surveillance and
control of border crossings, the prevention of illegal migration and cross-border
criminality.
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several courses in criminal law, management and he holds a
Master’s degree in Public Administration, Management of Internal
Affairs, Security and Defence.
Cooperation for more than a decade
Mr Buda explains how the long-standing relationship between
the Romanian Border Police and Damen developed. In 2000,
some specialists from the Romanian Border Police were visiting
Damen’s headquarters in Gorinchem to see Damen production
facilities and patrol vessels under construction.
“Once Romania became an EU member in 2007, the Romanian
Border Police was given the role of continuously defending the
EU maritime border. Therefore programmes for equipping the
troops had to be redefined so they had the means to enable
them to carry out the missions and tasks they are given, taking
into account local weather and environmental conditions.”
As a result of all the efforts, the European Commission finally
granted the funds for the purchase of a maritime surveillance
vessel under the Schengen Facility funding programme.
In the third quarter 2008 a public tender was launched and
Damen was awarded the contract that was signed in January
2009. Mr Buda stresses that the building period that Damen was
given was to a very tight deadline to comply with the Funding
Memorandum; just 20 months and 19 days.

The new vessel was intended as a replacement for another vessel
within the existing fleet and it had to be able to perform for the
current Romanian borders and for future EU borders. The vessel
would be carrying out specific surveillance missions along the
Romanian maritime border, the external borders of the EU and
it would be defending the Romanian jurisdiction.
Close collaboration during entire build
M/s “Stefan cel Mare MAI 1105” is the first vessel of this type
to be part of the Romanian Border Police fleet. Mr Buda talks

about the very successful cooperation during the ship’s building
period.
Once the contract was signed various meetings took place to
establish how the project should progress, both at Damen
Shipyards Galati in Romania and in the Netherlands.
Damen organised meetings with equipment and systems suppliers
and invited the representatives of the Romanian Border Police to
participate. “These meetings were really useful for the technical
preparation of the Border Police specialists. They were given

▼

It also has responsibility for surveillance and control activities
of places situated beyond national borders such as along the
Danube River, Macin river-arm and Sulina Channel and for its
territorial waters in the Black Sea, contiguous waters and the
Romanian Exclusive Economic Zone.
In total the length of the border the Romanian Border Police has
under its responsibility is 3,150 km and this extensive border
means that it has to tackle a wide range of problems such as
illegal border crossing, illegal migration, drug trafficking, weapons,
stolen vehicles and all forms of smuggling.
Ioan Buda is the superior commanding officer of the Romanian
Border Police and has held the position of Police Principal
Questor, General Inspector, since 2009. Damen News interviews
Mr Buda about his demanding role and he outlines the
importance of the authority’s relationship with Damen.
Mr Buda has a rich experience of border surveillance and control
activities having held various leading positions over the years
within the Border Police such as Vice General Inspector of the
local Romanian Border Police Bors district, Director of Border
Police Department Oradea district, Vice-sector Chief of Border
Police Sector Bors district and Bureau Chief Cross Border Crimes
within DPF Oradea district.
He graduated from Oradea Polytechnic in 1990 and the Law
School of Oradea University in 2000. Mr Buda also completed
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revolutionary air lubrication
hull design for inland ships
Bodewes Binnenvaart B.V. is about to launch a revolutionary, patented inland hull
design using air lubrication. Tests and sea trials have proven that the new hull bottom
can reduce fuel consumption by at least 15% a year on average.

Romanian Border Police
the opportunity to catch up on the latest developments
concerning propulsion systems, navigation and surveillance
equipment, weapons systems, boarding control and salvage
operations.”
The continuous presence of the Border Police representative at
the yard, starting the moment the steel plate cutting took place,
was very important stresses Mr Buda. Later on, as the building
processes became more complex, the representative was
replaced with the crew of the vessel that permanently monitored
the building programme.
Extensive training
He stresses that Damen has done its utmost concerning the
technical and operational training of the crew. Training took place
in Galati but also at the locations of the equipment manufacturers
such as MTU Germany for the main engines, Alphatron of the
Netherlands for navigational and communication systems and
Italy’s Oto Melara for the onboard weapons.
In addition, this mutual collaboration goes on during the
warranty period, he emphasises. The technical department of
the Border Police, the vessel’s crew and the Damen warranty
engineer are permanently in contact so any warranty problems
can be efficiently and promptly solved.
M/v “Stefan cel Mare” was delivered in September 2010. The
vessel’s technical and operational characteristics enable it to
execute long-term missions, receive and transmit information to
the command centre and to other intervention vessels. Therefore,
the vessel is used during specific EU external borders surveillance
operations that are organised by the European Agency for the
Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders
of the Member States of the European Union, ‘Frontex’.
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New vessel active in EU missions
In fact as from March 2011, Stefan cel Mare is operating in the
EU joint mission ‘Poseidon’ on behalf of Romania. Organised
by Frontex, ‘Poseidon’ is taking place in the Mediterranean Sea
under the European Patrol Network project. During this mission,
the vessel will carry out patrol, search and rescue activities along
the borders of Greece, together with other EU member state
forces. The joint initiative will focus on taking measures for
preventing, diminishing and fighting illegal migration at the
EU maritime borders, increasing the efficiency of data and
information transfer, as well as an exchange of experiences
between European police forces.
“The vessel enjoys the latest technology, complies totally to the
operational requirements of the Romanian Border Police and we
are certain it will make an important contribution to increasing
the safety of European borders in the years to come,” emphasises
Mr Buda.

For the last seven years Damen’s inland shipping specialist yard,
Bodewes Binnenvaart, based in Millingen aan de Rijn, has been
taking part in the PELS 2 project which looks at ways of
promoting sustainable shipping.
With roots dating back to 1896, Bodewes focuses on newbuild,
dry cargo and container barges, repair works and maintenance.
To develop inland waterway innovations the Damen shipyard
partnered Marinvention during PELS 2 and Maritime Research
Institute Netherlands (Marin), based in Wageningen.
By looking at air lubrication, PELS 2 originally aimed to focus on
sustainability using pushbarges.
Bodewes Managing Director, Rob Schuurmans comments:
“During the first test phase there were huge problems because
of the interaction between the push boat and the barge. Due to
this turbulence it was too hard to find a solution through model
testing.” Other projects had also been carried out before looking
into an air bubble system but these had been unsuccessful, he
adds.
When Mr Schuurmans was appointed Managing Director he
became very interested in the PELS 2 project and was keen to

carry out tests at full-scale. When the project seemed like it wasn’t
progressing because of the difficulties with the pushbarge, he
decided to buy a vessel, “Kraichgau 1”, which is 63 m long and
7.75 wide. Looking at the problems caused because of the shape
of the pushbarge, he believed that it might be better to use a
basic ship form instead of a barge. This decision led to the
breakthrough.
Then two years ago, Marin made a model similar to the original
vessel to test it in its tanks. Marin was able to make a good model
that allowed it to see the influences at model-scale and to add
the data needed to calculate at full-scale.
New bottom construction
Model tests were undertaken at Marin’s basins in Wageningen
and then all of the necessary equipment was brought onboard
“Kraichgau 1” and tests were carried out along the Rhine and
at inland waterway locations. Several loading conditions were
tested.
The next milestone was the decision to change over the bottom
construction. A totally new concept, designed by Damen’s R&D

Commenting on the future relationship with Damen, Mr Buda
says: “Given the present and future operational needs of the
Romanian Border Police and its need to maintain the role as a
trustworthy partner in the surveillance of European borders we
are certain that – depending on the allocated financial means –
the Romanian Border Police authority’s river and maritime
technical achievements may be improved.
“Taking into consideration the challenges we will have to face
while executing the water-specific missions, the Romanian Border
Police technicians have to be in permanent contact with the
suppliers of such specialised law enforcement vessels. Damen
has already proved to be a trustworthy partner, highly
experienced in building vessels equipped with the very latest
technology.”
■
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department and Marinvention, using a corrugated construction
was used on the model and after the model tests this was also
used on the vessel. From then on the traditional flat bottom was
changed to the air lubrication construction at full-scale.
The vessel was tested in deep and shallow water, facing up and
down river. The corrugated construction is incredibly strong, he
says. “At the start of the tests it was a very exiting period. Marin
carried out its calculations and six weeks later we had our answer!
Annual savings of 15%
“We concluded that the system itself was working very well but
there was not always the same outcome in different situations.”
When the vessel was sailing at lower speeds the outcome was
much better, leading to vastly improved fuel savings. Results
varied from a 5% fuel saving up to a 40% fuel saving. Overall, the
project partners found that when calculating the results over a
year using a normal sailing profile, there were annual savings of
15%.
Bodewes and Marinvention are ready with all the test results
and the reports and they are aiming to launch the new concept
before the end of May. Bodewes is currently working with Bureau
Veritas on the Classification and Damen’s R&D department is
calculating the strength of the new vessel.
“This really is a very exciting period. When we tested the vessel
the outcome was very good and mainly worked out better than
the calculations.”

amount of air goes to the aft when sailing. There are several
blocking points by the corrugation form, he says.
Savings right from the start
If companies want to have this construction on a newbuild they
will save a lot of money right from the minute they start sailing,
he says. “It is also economical if a vessel needs a complete
bottom repair or if companies want to change the CO2 footprint
of an existing ship.”
Mr Schuurmans admits that it may take a while to change the
perceptions of the Inland waterway companies because they are
fairly conservative. “But this really is the first system to save fuel
at normal scale. There has been a lot of research into all kinds of
air lubrication systems but none of them have worked until now!”
Bodewes is currently in negotiations with a major German
shipowner that is probably interested in fitting the system to its
newbuild tankers. “We are trying to find a launching customer.
The vessel can be outfitted and then tested for a year. Any owner
will earn the investment back very quickly.”

▲ ▲ Testing vessel ‘Kraichgau 1’ (page 33).
▲ Testing at Marin.
Mr Rob Schuurmans, Bodewes Managing Director.
▼	New bottom construction.
▲

New ship type
“We will have a complete new type of ship: an air lubricated
ship! This offers many new possibilities because it has been

possible to make calculations for vessels of up to 135 m.” The
air lubricated hull construction is being patented by Damen and
Marinvention and is likely to be called “ACES” (an acronym from
Air Chamber Energy Saving).
The construction itself is very simple and easier to build than
the original double-bottomed construction, he points out. The
corrugated profiles are welded to the plates and this makes it
much easier for the welder because they not working in such
cramped conditions.
Marinvention found it was much easier to make a corrugated
bulkhead for the longitudinal sailing direction. “The height of
the corrugation is where the strength lies. It is very simple and
strong, there is less wet area because the gaps are filled up with
air.”
There is also a very small air system underneath which allows a
small amount of air to be blown on to the propeller. The project
partners found out that a little bit of air is actually very good for
the vibrations of the propeller. Some military vessels also use air
to damp the noise around the propeller, adds Mr Schuurmans.
The air is stored very well in small channels and only a small

Possibilities for seagoing ships
As well as launching ACES, the partners are also investigating
using this type of bottom on a seagoing vessel, (up to a 360 m
container feeder), and then they will also look at its potential
for tankers. Seagoing trials are being carried out with the same
model that was used for the inland waterways.
If the outcome of the trials is positive then the partners will start
constructing a model of a seagoing vessel. “Essentially though,
the model is also good for seagoing vessels; the calculations are
always the same, only the dimensions will change.” Generally,
when calculating for larger vessels that are slow steaming at 14
to16 knots, the system could fit exactly, he stresses.
The first tests are being carried out now and Bodewes is trying
to find a small, seagoing vessel, (a Damen Bergum 3850 combi
freighter or something smaller), to conduct full-scale trials on.
“We have to find out what is happening in rougher conditions
and how stable the vessel will be when also faced with the air
from the outside.”
Focus on tankers
The next step is further research into the tanker business. But
there are several challenges to be addressed when it comes to
the tanker market, such as the ADN regulations and the fact
that the ACES would be a double-double bottom construction.
“It is very light and easy to construct but the rules for inspection
for example, are not easy to combine.” Meanwhile, tanker
calculations have started.
“In this climate you have to show you are a special shipyard.
Damen has a very big R&D department. If you want to survive
you must try to be innovative and try something new. Perhaps
Bodewes has lived too long on the success of the River Liner. We
are working on our own future destiny. It is a great opportunity
for the whole group.”
And it is particularly gratifying, he jokes, “that almost nobody
believed it would work when Bodewes entered this game”.
■
The video demonstration of the ACES system can be found at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jSBd-8sSQk
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recent deliveries, a selection

▲ top to bottom
DAMEN fast ferry 3207
MULTI PURPOSE PUSHER TUG 2500
DAMEN multipurpose vessel 8116
DAMEN shoalbuster 2208s
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▲ top to bottom
DAMEN world wide support ship
DAMEN asd tug 3213
DAMEn stan tender 1905
DAMEN fast crew supplier 5009

